
THE WORLD’S MOST 
BEAUTIFUL PEARLS. 
Australia consistently produces the 
world’s finest and most revered pearls.  
The thick nacre of an Australian South Sea 
Pearl displays a silk like lustre and gives 
rise to a diverse range of shapes and sizes.  

The thick nacre provides the 
greatest longevity of any pearl, 
allowing for a precious gift of an 
Australian South Sea Pearl to be 
passed on through the generations.  

Requiring no enhancement or 
treatment to reveal their beauty 
the South Sea pearl is the only truly 
natural white pearl.  It ranges in 
colour from white, silver white and 
silver to soft yellows and intense 
golds. Exceptional pearls can 
display secondary hues of beautiful 
pink and green.  It is easy to see why 
the Australian South Sea Pearl is the 
most coveted pearl in the World. 
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AUSTRALIA’S EXPERIMENT. 
Dean Brown’s son Lyndon 
performs experiments on 
Pinctada maxima shell at 

Cygnet Bay, in an attempt 
to develop cultured-pearling 
techniques. At this time only 

the Japanese, who closely 
guard their secrets, could 

culture pearls.

A WORLD FIRST. 
Lyndon Brown has 
successfully cultured pearls 
and becomes the first non-
Japanese to culture loose 
pearls commercially. 

Dean Brown creates the first 
all-Australian cultured-pearl 
farming business, and is the 
first to be granted a licence 
by the WA Government.

FIRST MODERN 
FIBREGLASS 

PEARLING VESSEL. 
Cygnet Bay Pearls 

launches Cygnet Lass 
in 1973, and leads the 

way in modernising 
the industry. 

PASPALEY STARTS 
CULTURED PEARLING 
IN THE N.T.

Kununurra established 
- the Kimberley’s 
second largest town.

THE COMMON GATE REMOVED. 
A fence was the physical symbol of 

an apartheid-like system, which made 
it illegal for Aboriginal people to live 
in Broome; they could only enter the 

town for work.  Its removal marks a 
significant point in Broome’s path to 
equality for its first people and now 

recognised traditional owners. Only two are still operating 
There were many pearling companies operating in the  
mother of pearl shell industry, but only the Browns at Cygnet Bay 
and the Paspaleys in Darwin successfully transitioned to cultured 
pearl farming and are still producing today.
To find out more about the mother of pearl industry we 
recommend the Broome Museum and Yawuru’s Jetty to Jetty app.

The Morgan Family are another well-known old Broome pearling 
family who became successful pearl farmers, eventually based at the 
Montebello Islands. They are true cultured-pearling pioneers like the 
Browns and developed many aspects of this iconic Australian Industry. 
The Morgans exited the industry around 2009. They remain respected 
family friends, and along with the Male’s and Paspaley’s played a 
leading role in establishing the cultured pearling industry.

The world’s largest fine quality round pearl

Harvested in 2004 this pearl is believed to be the world’s largest fine quality 
round pearl, 22.24mm with a pink hue it is an exceptional gem with extraordinary 
rarity value across all five virtues of pearl grading. This pearl is a testament to 
the skills and knowledge gained from decades of perseverance in the quest for 
pearl perfection by Australia’s oldest pearl farmers at Cygnet Bay Pearls.

KAILIS ENTERS  
PEARLING INDUSTRY. 

Kailis invests in 
Broome Pearls, started 
by John Fox-Lowe and 

marine biologist  
Bill Reed.  

BLUE SEA PEARLS  
Beverley Kinney, 
late husband Peter, 
with friends, Brian 
‘Snowy’ County 
and Rod Reid, 
established Blue 
Seas Pearling Co.

ARGYLE DIAMOND 
MINE BEGINS. 

Last hard hat diver.  

CULTURED PEARLING INDUSTRY EXPANDS.  
In the mid 1980s pearl prices started to soar and the  
first wave of new pearlers joined the industry: 

• Steve Arrow and family — Arrow Pearls 

• Hiroshi and Pearl Hamaguchi family — Hamaguchi Pearls 

• Lindsay Brady and Bruce Barker — Cossack Pearls 

• Bruce Farley and wife Trish Grey 

• Alan Badger 

THE NEXT WAVE OF PEARLERS.
During the 1990’s the next wave of 
pearlers emerged. Few remained in 
the industry for a long time, but the 
new entrants created another surge 
in innovation and left their mark on 
Broome and the pearling industry:

• Hutton Family — Maxima Pearls

• Neville Crane, Steve Arrow and 
Lindsay Brady — Dampier Pearls

• Larry House, Mark Walsh and  
Andy Muller — Clipper Pearls

• Kal Brown — Norwest Pearls

• Tony Larard

PASPALEY BEGINS 
PEARLING IN WA.
Paspaley buys 
Pearls Pty Ltd 
(PPL) and so 
begins cultured 
pearling in WA.

KURI BAY CEASES  
PEARL PRODUCTION.

Kuri Bay, Australia’s 
first pearl farm, 

established by Pearls 
Pty Ltd (PPL) in 1956 

ceases production.

GLOBAL FINANCIAL 
CRISIS. Pearl wholesale  

market crashes.

KAILIS EXITS THE INDUSTRY 
Kailis pearls sells their 

cultured pearl operations 
and exits the industry.

Industry peaks with  
16 pearling licences and over  

1,000,000 oysters seeded annually 

Dean Browns home 1961

The DMB, 21m (73ft) aluminium 
Catamaran, cruise speed 18knots,  
holds 16t of seawater for  
live shell transportation

Biddy, Tom, Katie Wiggan, Warren, 
Audrey, Gingle & Peter

CYGNET BAY PEARL FARM 
OPENS TO THE PUBLIC. The only 
commercial pearl farm opens to 
the public.  Pearl farm and marine 
tours, pearls direct to the public, 
dining and accommodation.

Cygnet Bay celebrates  
70 years in the pearling 
industry.

There is nothing more 
authentic than an 
Australian South Sea 
Pearl purchased from 
Australia’s pearling 
pioneers.

KIMBERLEY MARINE RESEARCH 
STATION OPENED by Cygnet Bay 
Pearls at Cygnet Bay. The only 
dedicated marine research station 
in the Kimberley. And one of only 
three independently funded marine 
research stations in the world.

ONLY THREE PEARLERS 
LEFT. Of the 16 companies 
that have held pearling 
licences in WA, only three 
producers are left: Clipper 
Pearls, Paspaley Pearls and 
Cygnet Bay Pearls.

WILLIE CREEK PEARLS 
ENTERS PEARLING INDUSTRY 
buying a pearling licence and 
quota. This award winning 
tourism business is the first 
new entrant in decades to join 
the WA pearling industry.
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… the first company in the world to successfully culture pearls without Japanese assistance …

HATCHERIES EXPANDS 
GLOBAL PRODUCTION 
Advances in oyster 
hatchery techniques 
during the 1990s allows 
South Sea pearl culturing 
to expand in Indonesia 
and the Philippines on  
a vast scale. 

Photo: oyster 
spat under a 
microscope
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LYNDON BROWN SHARES THE SECRET. Once he had mastered the art 
of pearl cultivation, he started training his colleagues. The first were local 
Indigenous men Tom Wiggan, Gordon Dixon and Aubrey Tigan. This created 
the unique situation in a global perspective where apart from the Japanese 
technicians, there was one white man and three aboriginal men that held the 
highly secretive intellectual property (IP) of pearl cultivation. 

These three men and many others Lyndon would train, such as Peter Hunter, 
Andrew Sampi, and Robin Hunter, would go on to play pivotal roles in the 
growth of the Broome pearling industry.Local Bardi-Jawi man Aubrey Tigan, 

pearl technician 1971

2010

Lyndon Brown pearl skinning

PURPOSE BUILT PEARLING CATAMARAN. 
Cygnet Bay Pearls launches the DMB,  
an aluminium catamaran purpose  
built for pearl shell fishing, one 
of the largest of its kind  
at the time. 
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... Australia’s oldest pearl farmers culturing pearls at Australia’s longest running pearl farm ...

STORY OF THE 
AUSTRALIAN PEARL

Follow the fortunes of Broome’s two pearling industries. 

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

www.cygnetbaypearls.com.au

One of the rarest pearls in the world.  
A fine quality 22.24mm round.

ADVANCING SAFETY Cygnet Bay 
Pearls is  instrumental in advancing  
industry safety and  efficiency 
with the  introduction of  modern 
neoprene wetsuits and diving 
equipment to replace the heavy 
canvas suit and copper helmet. It 
would be another 14 years before 
the entire industry followed suit.

THE FIRST SHINJU QUEEN 
ADORNED IN CYGNET BAY PEARLS 
for the inaugural Broome Shinju 
Matsuri Festival of the Pearl.

CYGNET BAY PEARLS OPENS BROOME’S 
FIRST CULTURED-PEARL SHOP opposite 
the Roebuck Hotel on Dampier Terrace.
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The second industry – Pinctada maxima cultured pearls

The second industry – Pinctada maxim
a cultured pearls

The second industry – Pinctada maxima cultured pearls



CYGNET BAY PEARLS ACKNOWLEDGES MILLENNIA 
OF CULTURAL USE OF PEARLSHELL ON THE WEST 
KIMBERLEY COAST PREDATING THIS TIME-LINE.

Human beings have been captivated by the beauty of 
mother of pearl shell for thousands of years. Evidence 
shows that the first Australians have collected and 
traded pearlshell for 20,000 years, and they continue 
to do so today.

The cultural and customary uses of pearlshell are well 
documented in the ‘Lustre’ exhibition, created in a 

collaboration between the Western Australian Museum, 
Nyamba Buru Yawuru and Cygnet Bay Pearls.  ‘Lustre’, 
launched in 2015, is now traveling the country.  You can 
find more information at:

www.museum.wa.gov.au/museums/maritime/lustre-
pearling-australia

For information about Yawuru culture and Broome’s  
past download the Jetty to Jetty Trail app at  
www.j2jbroome.com.au

Corroboree the Browns were invited to, 1960 A significant riji of the Wiggan family dynasty Bruce Wiggan continues the tradition 

Mother-of-pearl 
fishing begins in 
and around Broome 
and Cygnet Bay.

MIKIMOTO OPENS HIS FIRST STORE IN JAPAN, 
selling his Akoya cultured pearls. Mikimoto was 
the first person to successfully culture pearls 
commercially, and he guarded his secrets closely. THE BROWN FAMILY ENTERS  

THE PEARLSHELL INDUSTRY.  
Dean Brown purchases a lugger 
and sails to the Kimberley coast. 

PASPALEY JOINS 
THE MOTHER OF 
PEARL FISHING 
INDUSTRY.

Broome, in Yawuru country, 
is gazetted as a town.

Jedda4 – Shell diving

Pearl Luggers in the Bay, MHS 
0058_15 Courtesy WA Museum 

Dean Browns lugger anchored at 
Shenton Bluff, northern headland 

of Cygnet Bay

Gravestone at Shenton Bluff,  
Cygnet Bay Pearl Farm 

Donnelly McKenzie sorting pearl shell.  
Courtesy of Roger Garwood 
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POWER & INFLUENCE.  
Because of the power and 
influence of the pearlshell 
industry, Broome was the only 
town in the country exempt 
from the White Australia policy, 
to allow for the employment of 
the predominantly Asian crew 
that manned the luggers, hence 
Broome’s Chinatown.

Dean Brown (centre) with 
sons Bruce & Lyndon 

Bruce Brown (left) with son 
James (right)aboard DMB 
exploring the graveyards

James Brown (middle) 
with sons Shae & Dean 

OUR FOUNDER DEAN BROWN was born 
into a farming family and was raised 
growing grains and raising livestock in the 
West Australian Wheatbelt.  At the end of 
World War II he purchased a lugger and set 
sail for the Kimberley to pursue his dream of 
becoming a pearler. He established himself 
at the tip of the Dampier Peninsula around a 
natural port called Shenton Bluff, which was 
established as a pearlers’ camp in c.1880’s 
and has continued as a pearling base since 
then. More than 35 graves testify to the 
history. Shenton Bluff is part of Cygnet 
Bay Pearl Farm and Dean’s final resting 
place, where he watches over today’s 
modern cultured-pearling practices, and his 
grandchildren and great grandchildren, as 
they continue his pearling legacy.

THE BROWN FAMILY

1910
THE PEARLSHELL FISHING, INDUSTRY PEAKS 

supplying some 80% of the world’s mother of pearl, 
employing over 3,500 people and running 400 plus 
luggers. Whilst the shell material was used to make 

many things, most of the world’s buttons came from 
Broome pearlshell. Broome was built on buttons!

1929 

The Great Depression saw 
the mother of pearl fishing 
industry go into decline.

1939 

During WWII the 
industry was shut down when 
all luggers were impounded by 
the Australian Government for 
fear that the Japanese would 
seize them.

1946 Mother of pearl fishing 
resumes, but never returns to 

its former glory.  Only a 
handful of luggers  

are operating.

1949 

The advent of plastics sees the 
end of the demand for mother 
of pearl for buttons. The 1922 
Pearling Act is repealed and 
cultured pearling is legalised.

If there was a moment that 
marked the end of mother of 
pearl fishing as an industry, 
this was it.

1956

... Australia’s pearling pioneers ...

The Beginning of the End

Working Side by Side

Lyndon Brown and Tom Wiggan captured in a rare photo (above) of the 
very early days at Cygnet Bay. They are striving to retrieve a basket of 
shell from the shallow reefs, pushing themselves and their humble work 
dinghy to the limits.  

When the cultured-pearling industry barely existed and there seemed 
little to gain but nothing to lose, this photo captured the spirit of the people 
who worked side by side to create an entirely new Australian industry.    

Lifelong relationships forged whilst livelihoods are created.

The Brown family have always worked and lived with Aboriginal people 
of the Kimberley Coast, in particular the Bardi and Jawi people. Perhaps 
the strongest of these multi-generational family relationships has been 
between the Browns and the Wiggans, spanning the entire seventy years. 
Some of the Elders’ names are legendary in the Cygnet Bay story. David 
Wiggan was the first Bardi man to work with Dean Brown, whom he met 
in Broome and persuaded to explore even further north. Tom Wiggan 
mastered every facet of the pearling industry whilst working with the 
Browns, and many of the companies that later entered the industry 
sought him out for his expertise. Tom is just one of many Aboriginal men 
responsible for pioneering the cultured pearling industry with pearling 
expertise, maritime skills and a profound understanding of the Kimberley 
environment. 

AUSTRALIA’S FIRST PEARL FARM. 
A joint American-Australian company, Pearls  
Proprietary Ltd, was set up to start cultured  

pearling at Kuri Bay, 420 km north of Broome.  
The company was majority-owned by Otto Gerdau  

Company (New York), with smaller stakeholders  
Male and Co, and Brown and Dureau Ltd.

The company formed a joint venture with Japanese pearling 
experts, who oversaw all farming operations. The Male family, 

based in Broome and still living here, fished the oysters.

Steeped in Broome history, the Males were  
the first Australians in cultured-pearl  

farming via this enterprise,  
exiting the industry in the 90’s.

IT TOOK THE COLLAPSE OF AN INDUSTRY 
TO ALLOW THE BIRTH OF THE BEAUTIFUL 

AUSTRALIAN CULTURED PEARL. 
The 1922 Pearling Act is repealed after 

plastics devastated the mother of pearl 
fishing industry, making it legal to culture 

pearls in WA.

1949

CULTURED PEARLING MADE ILLEGAL 
Captain Gregory attempted to culture 
pearls to the south of Broome, only to be shut 
down by the pearling masters. His attempts triggered 
the 1922 Pearling Act, which prohibited anyone in Western 
Australia from producing cultured pearls, in order to protect the 
lucrative mother of pearl industry. Thus the Japanese continued  
to dominate the global cultured-pearl industry. 

Forty years later, when Dean Brown established the first all-Australian cultured 
pearling company and applied for the first cultured-pearling licence, the 
government officer handed Dean the pearl nuclei that had been sitting in a safe 
since being confiscated from Captain Gregory and his Japanese pearl technicians.
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